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Details of Visit:

Author: hypnolover
Location 2: Caledonian Road
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 17 Jun 2009 19:00
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07747103901

The Premises:

New oriental flat near Caledonian Road tube. Entrance is a front door on a main road, but quite
busy, so unlikely to attract any attention. Was asked to wait in the dining room for 5 mins while the
girl got ready, and had a friendly chat with the maid. Working room large and clean, with a good firm
bed. Speaking to the maid afterwards she said they were still quiet as only been open a couple of
weeks - and asked me to recommend them to my friends!

The Lady:

Possibly academic, as she will be moving on to another flat after this week, however worth
documenting as one sample of the quality of service provider at this new flat.

Early 20's half-Japanese, half-Taiwanese, about 5'6 (so tall for oriental), pretty face, long dark hair,
about a size 12 nicely curvy (about a C cup, felt natural yet firm with a shapely bum.

The Story:

?100 for hour included ?10 for OWO. Was offered the usual massage but declined in favour of
some cuddling and stroking, which seemed well received.

Kissing started as closed lip pecks, but in this case a little reciprocal care and attention paid
dividends in the form of some open mouth kisses and a show of increasing passion.

We played for about 50 mins of the hour with a mixture of kissing, caressing, OWO, RO, and sex in
several positions. Last 10 mins was mutual cuddling and stroking.

What I haven't mentioned is lots of smiling, laughter and just enough of a sprinkle of flirtatious chat.
(Tina's English is not bad)

In other words a surprisingly good GFE at standard oriental flat prices!

It will be pot luck to find this lady again, but based on this experience I would certainly give the flat
another go.
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